
Sky Fighters, Spring, 1948 

FIRST BLOOD OF THE BEARCAT 
By LIEUTENANT RICK STRONG 

 
The bald-headed vet shows his fighter pilot son what the 
new type plane can do when the fighting really gets hot! 

 
 

URLY BEERMAN looked down 
at the little island strip and grinned. 
He had been sent to the South 

Pacific by Grumman, with the blessings of 
the Navy Department, for advanced flight 
tests under combat conditions in the 
stubby, wax-polished F8F that vibrated 
soothingly under him now. He was to 
teach the Navy boys down there how to fly 
the new Bearcat and send performance 
reports back to Grumman so that the 

necessary revisions could be made in the 
later models. 

Curly and two other pilots had hopped 
to the island from a jeep carrier with their 
three Bearcats while company mechs and 
parts came ashore in boats. Right now he 
was up on his first hop over the island 
ostensibly to show the men in the 
squadron what the new craft could do 
under a war load. Actually he was just 
plain glad to be aloft again after the 
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confinement of the voyage from San 
Diego. 

It was a good idea to present the new 
plane right though. If he could create a 
good impression with the Bearcat, the 
fellows watching down there—from the 
squadron skipper on down to the native 
boy in the officer’s mess—would be 
writing love notes to the Navy 
Department. 

Fully as important to Curly was the 
fact that his son was watching the act. He 
lifted his earphones and baseball cap and 
mopped his bald head. The combination of 
good fortune and a certain amount of 
extra-official persuasion had attached the 
civilian outfit to the younger Beerman’s 
Hellcat squadron. Curly could imagine 
how his son had advance-noticed the boys 
in the ready room about his father’s 
exploits in the last war. Yes, this had to be 
a good show. 

And good the show was! The company 
mechs tinkering with the two remaining 
Bearcats in front of the hangar looked up 
expectantly. Curly could make that crate 
samba. 

Veterans of thousands of hours 
gawked as the stubby, dark blue plane 
screamed through a snap and a half and 
without pausing shot downward at them in 
a diving roll. When it was so near the 
ground that the pilot was discernible in the 
bubble enclosure the plane pulled out of its 
dive and clawed for the heavens, still 
rolling. One-two-three ascending vertical 
rolls so perfect that the aircraft seemed to 
be whisked upward on a twirling wire. 

In the shadow of the hangar young 
Bob Beerman slapped his friend “Slats” 
Kelly on the back. “Wow! Not bad for a 
bald-headed old man,” he laughed. But 
Slats didn’t answer. His thin neck was 
craned back as though he was watching 
the show with his Adam’s apple. 

Bob glanced back at the sky just in 

time to see the Bearcat barrel roll over the 
top of the jungle and blaze across the field 
inverted; so low to the ground that the 
prop-wash angered a spreading vee of 
coral dust into chasing the plane. When 
the dark blue meteor straightened and shot 
up nearly out of sight the observers, to a 
man, let out their breath. 

Here was the type of flying seldom 
seen—a plane they had dreamed about. 
Compact, deadly, maneuverable; faster 
than anything in Southern skies—every 
pilot’s fingers itched to get at the controls 
of the new plane. Yes, the show was good, 
but they didn’t realize that they were just 
watching the prologue to the deadly main 
event. 

Curly eased forward out of the climb 
and smiled as he patted the green anti-
blackout suit. He looked down at the 
glovelike nylon that zippered rubber 
envelopes tightly against his stomach and 
legs, “Baby, without you,” he said to the 
suit, “this plane would leave me a very 
tired old man.” 

 
E WAS just about to dip into his bag 
of tricks again for the benefit of his 

audience when a movement down to the 
right caught his eye. For a second he just 
stared as his bushy eyebrows lifted in 
surprise. A triple vee of meatballed Jap 
planes scudded from the sea at wave-top 
level to race just above the trees in a 
straight line for the field. 

Curly gulped. He felt icy in spite of the 
heat. Radar, coast watchers, patrols, all 
must have missed the attackers, he 
thought, or they would have called him 
from the tower below. He looked down 
and saw that none of the F6Fs on the ready 
line were trying to take off. The Japs 
would riddle them! In the same instant he 
snatched the mike from its cradle and 
punched his gun chargers. 

“Tower, hey tower!” he shouted. “This 
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is Curly Beerman. There’s about twelve of 
your yellow friends, I think they are 
Tonys, sneaking in from the south. Did 
you get that, tower? Japs! Twelve Tonys 
coming over the beach from the south.” As 
the tower acknowledged his transmission, 
Curly could hear the raid siren clear its 
moaning throat through his earphones. 

Curly eased forward on the throttle and 
felt the water injection take after he 
jumped the notch in the throttle quadrant. 
He would do what he could to break up the 
attack so that the youngsters in their 
Hellcats could get into the fray. He flipped 
arming switches and turned up his 
illuminated sight against the glare of the 
sun. “Now what civilian but you could get 
himself in a spot like this?” he grumbled 
to himself aloud. 

He was more than thankful for every 
hour he had spent with Grumman and the 
Navy working out new combat techniques. 
Now when he pulled the trigger, armor 
piercing steel would roll past the spools 
instead of film in a camera gun. Now he 
was above an island that had been bought 
and paid for in blood much more recently 
than Long Island. There was more at stake 
than the good-humored bets on the 
outcome of the mock battles that could be 
read on the film.  

He rolled slightly for a better angle. He 
was still ahead of the Japs. It was not an 
easy shot but there was no time to play for 
a better one! If the Japs saw him coming, 
they didn’t show it. None of them lifted 
their noses to meet the dark projectile that 
cut down on them from above and ahead. 
With the calm skill of a man using a 
precision tool, Curly calculated his lead 
for deflection in the rings of his sight.  

He waited as the leading Tony swelled 
in his sights like a bloating toy, then 
pressed the red trigger on the stick until it 
was flush with its recess under his finger.  

From the caves of blast-tubes in the 

wings the guns chuckled metallically. 
Curly watched tracers carve a path to the 
Jap as though pulled in by a magnet. As 
the Tony wavered and began to slide off 
on one wing, the civilian relaxed on the 
trigger knowing that it was slated for a 
crash in the jungle. 

The third V was out to one side a little 
and almost in line from his angle so he put 
the leader under the thumb of his sight and 
squeezed again. Again chalk stripes of 
tracer blazed the trail for the fifty caliber 
punch. Smashing bullets from the 
Brownings nibbled at the Jap wing, then as 
though enjoying it, chewed their way to 
the cockpit to devour the pilot. 

The bald Yank cranked his plane 
around in a climbing turn that swelled the 
“G” suit hard against his body. He noticed 
with surprise that none of the Nips had 
detached themselves to fend him off. They 
had been climbing slowly since they hit 
the strand from the ocean so that they 
could pick out their targets and come in on 
them fast. With two of their number gone, 
they were nosing down for their runs, 
clearing their guns. With the speed he had 
built up in his dive, Curly came up behind 
them fast, just as they split up to center on 
their several targets. 

He saw the leader’s wing-man start 
down on a spitting gun revetment. The two 
Tonys left in that group angled down 
toward a makeshift hangar—the one with 
the two other Bearcats in front of it. They 
flew with wings tip to tip going in, leaving 
no doubt as to their objective. 

The heavy man strained forward 
against his shoulder straps. Sweat ran 
down under his baseball cap and darkened 
his suit almost to black where it touched 
his body. “Yeah, you’d like to blast my 
babies, wouldn’t you! You dirty, yellow, 
sneaking—” and he lapsed into colorful 
Anglo-Saxon until he was near enough to 
fire. At long range he clamped the trigger 
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and held it down. That burst made 
Beerman not only a famous but legendary 
figure. 

His guns sent a steel-coated wrecking 
crew to gash unsymmetrical gaps in the 
wings and fuselage of the Jap plane on the 
right. A section of cowling whipped past 
the F8F from the enemy plane but it did 
not waver in its line of flight. The bald 
flyer tightened his grip on the stick, and 
his language became even more 
picturesque. Suddenly the Nip fighter 
blew! It exploded with a concussion that 
men on the strip below could feel in the pit 
of their stomachs. 

As Curly racked around to miss the 
blossom of debris he blinked in disbelief. 
The plane on the right had acted as an 
aerial hand grenade, exploding with such 
force that fiery fragments had found its 
sister’s vitals and both had disintegrated. 
Jap initialed junk floated smoking to the 
ground. 

 
OWN there Ensign Beerman had 
been electrified with the others at the 

sound of the siren from the tower as they 
watched the Bearcat being put through its 
paces. A loudspeaker was blasting out the 
“Scramble” command to the pilots on the 
ready line. With the echo of the bull-horn 
still in their ears, young Beerman and 
Kelly saw the enemy catapult into view 
over the tree-tops. They dove together for 
a slit trench as the Japs had lined up on the 
Bearcats a few feet away from them and 
had looked up just in time to see the old 
test pilot knock them both out of the sky. 

For a moment they stayed there 
crouched, stunned by the suddenness, the 
violence of the thing they had seen. Then 
together they leaped from their position of 
safety. While other pilots were goading 
life into their Hellcats, the two ensigns 
leaped up on the Bearcats ticking over in 
front of the hangar, jerking the mechanics 

out of the cockpits in their hurry to get in. 
Eager hands yanked the chocks from 

the wide splayed gear of the two craft and 
they gathered momentum down the strip, 
lifting into a sky clawed with tracers. 

Machine guns on the ground 
yammered from their revetments, slashing 
at the Nips as they ski-jumped over the 
fronds of the whipping palms. The stench 
of cordite, of today’s man at war, 
overcame the older odor of the jungle. 

One Jap made the mistake of a long, 
straight, high approach. Bullets gushed 
true from the rifling of three movable 
guns. There was a streamer of smoke for a 
second lengthening behind the Tony, then 
an orange and black flash and only a 
tumbling blob that had been the engine 
emerged. It hit at an angle and crashed off 
into the jungle in its death throes. 

Bob and Slats left their engines and 
propellers at take-off settings to climb 
wide open toward the lone Bearcat above. 
They could see it feinting, firing, among 
the green and brown Tonys. Curly looked 
down during a moment’s respite and when 
he saw the two coming up a smile split his 
weathered face. “I’d bet my next three 
years’ pay, if I live to draw it, that those 
two are Bob and Slats,” he thought. He 
had spent all morning checking them out 
on cockpit details and performance, 
answering all their questions. They were 
getting their first hop in the new plane 
ahead of schedule. 

That moment of contemplation almost 
cost him all of his future wages. Pieces of 
Plexiglas gouged at his face and he could 
hear 11.7s smash to fragments against the 
armor-plate behind his head. The wind 
wailed through the broken canopy as he 
crammed the short stick to the left to get 
out of the line of fire. A quick glance 
around told him that there wasn’t another 
of the yellow men close enough to tag 
him—just the one behind. “Now,” he 
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thought, “if the lads on the deck are 
looking I’ll help them re-write the book.” 

In general, American-built planes are 
much heavier than their Japanese 
counterparts and not as maneuverable. As 
early as the “Canal,” the Marines in their 
old F4Fs found it deadly to dogfight with 
Zeros. Make your pass from altitude and 
get up for another if you can, advocated 
the ones that came back. But the Bearcat is 
different with its flashing maneuverability, 
its astonishing speed. That is what Curly 
was counting on; and he knew the plane 
under him like the dimple in his wife’s 
chin.  

He cut to the right, watched as the Nip 
matched his move, then forced the control 
stick against his left knee and booted 
rudder. A tremor ran through the ship as it 
almost snap-rolled but stayed just on the 
fringe of a high speed stall. The Jap had 
never seen an American plane turn so fast. 
Knowing the enemy pilot would be 
surprised and probably slow to follow the 
rapid movement, the Grumman man held 
the stick hard back so that the Bearcat did 
a turning splitesse. Coming around and 
back up now, Beerman felt the pull of 
centrifugal force and the binding of the 
suit fighting to keep the blood from 
draining out of his brain. 

 
E HAD played into the blind spot of 
the other fighter—and made it. The 

Jap had lost sight of him and cocked one 
wing, then the other trying to pick him up 
again. “Right here, junior,” laughed Curly 
as he squeezed the trigger. His first burst 
dismembered the engine and propeller, 
and bits of the vivisected Tony caromed 
out into space, writhing like wounded 
snakes. A form slipped out of the cockpit 
and past the tail. “Hope he makes it,” 
thought Curly, “I imagine the boys below 
would like to talk to him.”  

His eyes surveyed the sky until lie 

picked out the other two Bearcats, each on 
the tail of a Jap with their wing guns 
blazing. While he watched, heading for 
them, they wheeled and slashed in their 
own private battles. In utter amazement he 
saw the two Jap fighters explode 
simultaneously. 

He didn’t stop to marvel at this 
phenomenon for the boys in the F8Fs no 
longer needed his help, and the men on the 
field did. Some of the Nips were still 
strafing and Americans were making 
hurried take-offs in their Hellcats. One 
burned at the side of the strip and another 
was being dragged out of the way after 
having set back down wheels up, its 
engine knocked out. The ground crew 
worked stubbornly to get cables bent on 
the wreck, flattening behind the caterpillar 
only when the shells whined close. 

The civilian pilot was just rolling off 
of his eight thousand foot perch to lend his 
Brownings to the argument below when a 
glance in the mirrors told him that a Jap 
was coming up from behind for a sneak 
bid. Curly’s eyes crow-footed even more 
at the corners. He guessed that the aircraft 
behind would not be in range for a second. 
The American paused to pull the Tony in 
closer, then flipped over and trimmed his 
ship for a vertical dive, automatically 
changing his tabs as his airspeed built up. 
The Jap followed, eager for a kill. 

“Mac,” said Curly to the enemy 
behind, “you are going to see something 
that is still quite secret in Uncle Sammy’s 
files but something tells me you will never 
get back to Nip intelligence with it.”  

The two planes continued their vertical 
dive. In the lead, Curly’s eyes flicked from 
the spinning, knot-calibrated airspeed 
indicator to the mirror and back again. He 
was easing back on the throttle once in a 
while to let the Jap get closer, almost in 
range, then small movements on the 
rudder and stick to slide out of line. Four 
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thousand flashed by on the altimeter, the 
hand on the vertical indicator leaned 
heavily on the negative stop. Still the 
white-starred craft plummeted downward 
with the Tony trailing. 

The Yank veteran clenched his teeth 
together. A white line of determination 
framed his lips. In this last part of the dive 
he was pushing farther forward on the 
stick, diving at a negative angle, and luring 
the Jap to follow him. His eyes were fixed 
on the jungle that was racing up at him, for 
his experience told him that his lagging 
altimeter would lie him into a steaming 
crater in the earth if he depended on it. His 
judgment must tell him when to pull out—
the instruments could not. 

In the last breath of leeway his left 
hand snaked from throttle to stick, and two 
powerful arms ground the control back 
toward the seat. For a fraction of a second 
nothing happened—then, suddenly, 
viciously, the elevator surfaces caught. 
There was a momentary buffeting of the 
whole craft and with invisible fists the 
centrifugal force pounded the American 
down in the seat. The punishment to man 
and machine increased as he wrenched 
back harder on the stick. Then he felt and 
heard a crunch as the construction of the 
wings gave. 

The men on the surface who could 
watch the fight from their hiding points 
saw the Bearcat dive with the Jap on his 
tail. As the two shrieked down, tension 
stiffened the ground-bound audience. Was 
the old bald guy hit? Was he nuts? Even 
the squadron skipper ignored the danger 
from the remaining Japs to stand erect and 
yell, “Pull out! Pull out!” until purple 
paths of veins bulged on his neck. 

 
HE spectators did not have time to be 
relieved when the Bearcat began to 

lift her nose toward the horizon for under 
the terrific strain of the pull-out, parts of 

the outer wing ripped loose and flashed 
back past the tail. They saw that both 
wing-tips had sheared off evenly, taking 
half the aileron with more than three feet 
of tip. 

The men watching had, that afternoon, 
found a new hero; now they expected to 
see him crash. They felt a cast of ice set 
the bones in their spines. The event of the 
Tony digging its own grave in the jungle 
muck with a teeth-jarring concussion when 
it failed to pull out of the dive became an 
anti-climax. 

Even when the F8F straightened in 
flight and circled back toward them the 
men did not cheer. They still expected it to 
crash, out of control. But it did not crash. 
They relaxed enough to notice that there 
were no more enemy planes to be seen. 
Those with higher points of vantage could 
pick out the shapes of the other two 
Bearcats and a Hellcat pack racing to 
knock down the last Tony fleeing out to 
sea. 

Curly circled the Navy strip twice, 
gulping the air that howled through the 
gaps in his canopy. He tried the radio and 
was not a bit surprised to find it quite 
dead. After he made another circle of the 
field the crew had managed to drag the 
wrecked Hellcat off the landing strip, and 
he was clear to go in. 

He forgot his weariness as he prepared 
to land. Tanks, mixture, wheels, flaps—
well, even the hydraulics were still 
working—good! He rolled back the 
remnant of his canopy and squinted as the 
blast of air sneaked behind his sun glasses 
and dried the moisture from his eyes. 

Easy now, going to land faster with the 
wing tips off. Circle wide—this is no time 
for a carrier approach. Straighten in the 
groove—now a little more trim for 
torque—just miss the tees, now cut the 
throttle all the way, forward on the stick 
and right back. Oof! She pays off fast in 
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this condition. Keep her rolling straight 
and hit brake—field isn’t very long. 

The Bearcat slowed and turned toward 
the hangar, an odd sight with its truncated 
wings. The first man to leap up on the 
wing after the engine sputtered dead was 
the Skipper, shouting, “You hurt? Are you 
O.K.?” When he got no answer he leaned 
over and shouted into the bald man’s ear 
just as he was removing his earphones, 
“How do you feel?”  

Curly winced slightly and leaned back 
to study the Navy man. In a moment he 
bent confidentially close to the young 
man’s ear. “It’s like this, sonny,” he said 
so quietly that his words were almost lost. 
Then he yelled with such force that crew 
members swear it was recorded on 
seismographs in Melbourne, “I never felt 
worse in my life.”  

If there were any hard feelings about 
that, they weren’t evident later on in the 
evening when the two were having a drink 
together and reflying the day’s flight. The 
officers’ “Club” was an agreement with 
the jungle. The bottom was of doped-over 
packing case wood; the roof of ridge poles 
and palm thatch. Bob and Slats stepped 
through the mosquito door, glanced 
around the room, and strode together 
toward the civilian and the commander. 
While they waited for the older men to 
finish their conversation, Slats shifted a 
bottle in a well-handled brown wrapper 

from one hand to the other. In a moment 
the Skipper looked up and smiled as he 
recognized them. 

“Sit down, men,” he invited them, 
“and I’ll buy you the drink you earned 
today.” 

“Thank you, sir,” said. Bob 
respectfully, “but we came to see my 
father.” He turned to the bald man. “Dad, 
Slats and I bought a bottle of good Scotch 
before we left the States. We had a bet 
on.” He glanced at the skipper and 
continued, “You see, the first one to down 
a Jap was to get the bottle. We’ve saved it 
all this time and today we both got a Tony 
at about the same time. Some of the 
fellows say one of us hit first—some say 
the other, so we’ve decided to let you 
settle it.”  

Curly cleared his throat as he looked at 
the two serious young faces. Scotch was 
liquid gold on that island. “You will abide 
by my decision?” he asked. The two 
nodded eagerly. With great dignity he took 
the bottle from Slats and placed it before 
him. “Gentlemen,” he began, “as near as I 
could tell, you both scored at exactly the 
same time. Since you two are such good 
friends, I feel it is my duty to remove the 
cause of your possible disagreement. I 
have decided that the Commander and I 
will drink it. . . . But with your help. Sit 
down, boys.” 

 


